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The following is a conversation with anti-fascist researcher
Spencer Sunshine talks about the aftermath of the January 6 th
putsch attempt in DC, mainstream media and Democrat
narratives of concerning domestic terrorism, reporting of
participation of law enforcement and military in the riot, antifascist research, what the stepping down of Trump has meant for
his radicalized base and Spencer’s thoughts on claims of
rehabilitation by former White Nationalists like Matthew
Heimbach.
The Final Straw Radio: Would you please introduce yourself with your
name preferred pronouns and any affiliation that are relevant to this
conversation?
Spencer Sunshine: My name is Spencer Sunshine, he/him and I have
researched, written about, and counter-organized against the far right for
about 15 years.
TFSR: So we're speaking in the days after January 20 2021 and I'm
hoping that Spencer, who's made a name for reporting on far right ideas
and organizing from an antifascist perspective, could help break down
some, a bit, of what appears to be going on the last two weeks in the US.
The mainstream media has been filled with the squishy sound of liberal
hand wringing over the broken windows at the US Capitol. As larger
portions of the political and economic establishment have chosen to
distance themselves from Trump's claims at the election was stolen, the
media has reported on the far right street movements that have been
violently engaging not only portions of the population they consider
enemies, such as the Movement for Black Lives, or solidarity with
immigrants movements, or antifascist and leftist more widely, but
increasingly, they've also been engaging physically with law enforcement.
Can you talk a bit about the framing that the mainstream media and the
Democrat Party have been using as a rush to apply terms, like
insurrectionaries or terrorists, to what took place on January sixth?
SS: It's a sort of good and bad thing. They've used a lot of language that
perhaps doesn't reflect what I think went on on the sixth, you know, as
you said, they've used “terrorists”, it's a “coup”, “attempted coup”,
“insurrection”, you know, talking about the “domestic terrorism”, talked
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grassroots and legal organizing, also, that can sustain for a longer period
of time, that isn't connected to the militant antifascist stuff. That turns too
many people off. And it's not always the best way to deal with some of
these problems. If we want to reach a broader group of people, there
needs to be a different kind of organizing, it can't have the label of
everyday antifascist, which is what PopMob uses. Or it could have
another label, like I take the position of “it doesn't matter”, you're doing
you know, it's almost sometimes called The Work, you're doing work
against the far right or you're not. So we want to make the work
accessible to people.
And that can include really positive things, I think people should do —
and I've covered some of this and 40 ways — a lot of educational work.
This is done in Germany and other places where the antifascist movement
is much broader. Like one of the things I like is memorial events where
people that have been killed by the far right, or there's been historic
massacres, to sort of keep this on people's minds in the community about
what the stakes of this are. And just that this is a political movement that
comes and goes in America. And you know, you can have reading groups
or other other things, and understand that this is a movement that's really
part of American life. There's been fascists, there's been Nazis in the
United States since the 1920’s. We're, you know, coming up, I think 1922
was the first Nazi, so we're coming up on 100 years of Nazism in
America. And these other far right groups go back, you know, antiMasonic theories were popular in the 1790’s.
Andrew Jackson's presidency is often looked at as the first, kind of antiliberal, far right movement that starts this consistent thing, the Klan starts
in the 60’s. So we have to be aware, this is a permanent fixture of
American life, and it may have a more moderate form, you know, sort of
like Trumpist stuff that's attached to the right wing of the Republican
Party, or may have a more vicious form of Neo-Nazis and rather violence,
street movements, and this isn't going to go away.
People need to learn how to pay attention to this. I think the left lost
vision, lost a sense that this was here, from 2000 to 2016, or 17, neoliberalism became the single enemy on the right. And there became a loss
of vision that you know, there could be this other populist far right, that
was very vicious too.
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because it takes a while to get moving. And that's a bad thing, because
that means the fascist and other movements will move first, and will have
to play catch up. And we want to try to prevent that situation from
happening again.

about the need to have new laws about domestic terrorism. You know,
along with some good things, like a recognition that it’s a violent,
antidemocratic movement based on lies, right, or conspiracy theories and
propaganda. So there's good and bad things about how they've talked
about them. Unfortunately, the worst thing is the way they're talking
about them can easily be applied to the left to and that's the real, that's
one of the real dangers at the moment.

TFSR: And I think that like one thing, when people think about antifascism in the US is we don't necessarily have a positive vision towards it.
Like, we maybe think or talk about people confronting in the street or
doing the ongoing research, which is very helpful for communities to
keep themselves safe, maybe training, but I think that there's other groups,
like for instance, PopMob that you wrote that piece with, that are doing
above ground discussions and work around other things, and include anti
fascism. So maybe this is also a good time for people to find their own,
like positive antifascist projects to engage with.

SS: Yeah I think there needs to be like PopMob does, a lot of open

TFSR: One element that surprised some of the folks and is the swath of
groups with competing ideologies that shared space and took action,
which, some of which appear to be coordinating. Like, I've heard reports
in the media that Proud Boys are being accused of having used radios to
coordinate certain specific stochastic activities at the Capitol. Kathleen
Beleuw, who's the author of Bring the War Home, has talked about what
happened on the sixth, less as an unsuccessful coup attempt, but more as
an inspirational flexing by the autonomous fire right, of their Overton
window, a la the Early Acts in The Turner Diaries. Is this a helpful
landmark, and can you talk about some of the tendencies and groups that
are known to have engaged in a coordinated manner around the capital
push?
SS: Well, with all due respect, I disagree with Kathleen Belew, as I do on
many points with her, I believe this is more a crime of opportunity. And in
a sense, the left would have done the same thing if there was a big angry
demonstration of 5,000 people and they thought it might be able to storm
the Capitol, you know, I could see that happening. Of course, I could be
wrong and maybe she's right, but I think this is a high point for them. It's
true that it was a bunch of disparate groups, but these disparate groups
have been acting together under the same banner for quite a while, like
really, for the last four years. And at some point, the white nationalists are
in or out of it. And there were some white nationalists there, you know,
the Groyper’s in particular, but not that many. There were organized
groups, I mean, we will find out more, and there's a lot of wild talk and
speculation, and I'm hesitant about a lot of this stuff. So you know, we'll
find out more, how many people were acting in a coordinated fashion,
and what they were. Some Oath Keepers were just charged with this. I
had no doubt that the Proud Boys were, they have a long, long time street
experience and know how to act together as a group. It's unclear how the
actual storming, how many of these people were important in it, and the
groups of people driving deep into the Capitol, you know, most people
have seen that scene where they're like, trying to slam the door on a cop
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and the police are really not sure if they can hold the line against them,
like how many organized actors were involved in that?
I think we have to admit that most of the people who went in were not
prepared to do this, and were not in organized groups, I think that that's
pretty clear. I don't think it's unusual that they're acting under the same
banner, I think the important thing is largely this has been a more
moderate group of people, the street actions, the militant street actions
have tended towards the more ideological extreme groups, you know,
Charlottesville was fascists, and then it's been largely Proud Boys and to
some extent, Patriot Prayer, and now this action, which is you know, an
attack on liberal democracy, whatever we think of that, that's what it is,
was done by more moderate political forces. And that's a really terrible
sign. But again, I think it was really a high point for them, they were able
to do it because of not their militancy, but a security failure on the part of
the Capitol police. Which again, we will find out how much, or to what
extent that was intentional, by higher up’s who decided not to put more
than the regular police defending the Capitol. It obviously wasn't true of
most of the people on the ground, I mean, one cop was murdered, and the
others were clearly engaged in pretty fierce fighting, even though a
handful may have, you know, helped facilitate this.
So my reading of what happened: I think it's wrong to call it a coup or an
insurrection. If it was an attempted coup, Trump had his chance, they
succeeded, right. He could have declared the dictatorship then and should
have, and he certainly did not. So I mean, I consider it a takeover or an
attack, but mostly a crime of opportunity.
TFSR: I'm wondering if you could talk a little bit about, like the off duty
law enforcement military that participated alongside of civilian Trumpers,
and with uniformed police, in some instances, allowing protesters to pass
through blockades. Does this, I mean, this has been a long time policy as
long back as the Klan’s existed they've had affiliations with the police.
And I know that back in the 60’s and 70’s, and 80’s, there's been a push to
get more active white supremacists in law enforcement agencies. Does
this give a glimpse into a shift in the success of the far right organizing in
those institutions? Or is it just kind of more of the same and something
that was actually advertised beforehand from the you know, from the
Oval Office?
SS: It's a little hard to say. So first off, the security forces being involved
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right still have more moderate far right views?
TFSR: Well, I was hoping that you could maybe tell us a bit about where
people can find your writing, the publications that you've put out. For
instance, 40 Ways to Fight Fascists: Street-Legal Tactics for Community
Activists? Where can people find your stuff? And how can they support
you on Patreon?
SS: So 40 Ways to Fight Fascists: Street-Legal Tactics for Community
Activists is a guide I did with PopMob, the Popular Mobilization group in
Portland, Oregon, that's helped, bring people to the demonstrations out
there. It does what it says on the tin, it offers 40 things that are legal,
actions you can take to combat a fascist in the violent far right, a lot of
options in there for people who can't get out on the streets for whatever
reason, if they're, you know, physically disabled, or they have to take care
of their families, or they’re elderly or whichever they are, that's available
for free on my website, it's spencersunshine.com/fortyways, there's
printable PDFs there. I encourage people to print them out themselves and
distribute them in their area.
My other writings are all available on my website spencersunshine.com,
almost all of them are free. If you want to follow me on Twitter, it's where
I'm most active transform6789, on Facebook and Instagram, if you like
funny, anti-far-right memes, follow my Instagram. And of course, I am an
independent researcher and writer, I used to work for Think Tank, and I
have left them and I don't have any organizational support. So if you like
to throw me a few clams on Patreon, you know, just Spencer Sunshine.
TFSR: That's awesome. Is there anything else that I didn't ask about that
you want to mention?
SS: Yeah, sure. I think it's a big Pandora's Box about what's going to
happen for the next year, I think people need to be very aware and stay
active for the next year. And I think the anti fascist movement, and
monitors, you know, who don't identify with that term, it goes up and
down in reflection of the growth of the far right. And I think what
happened last time, because I caught the big boom of the 80’s and 90’s,
and then it went down and then it came back up in 2016-17, during that
time almost all the structures collapsed. People need to make a plan and
people need to make a commitment for having a longer term structure that
stays in place in the way, for example they have in Germany and such,
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TFSR: I think also like, and again, as you say, it's like not, it's not to be
expected that someone's gonna move from, you know, from a far right,
white nationalist, Neo-Nazi perspective, into an anti fascist or leftist
perspective, or whatever. And maybe that's not to be expected, and that's
fine. But like, Heimbach in particular is an individual who has been trying
to hold and build a space that would like draw this third position. And so
he's already had a long time working through ideas of how do I appeal to
the people on the left? How do I use language that will appeal to people
who are left of center? How do I draw on narratives of identity politics
and equality? You're like a quote-unquote “right wing multiculturalism”,
you could almost say, so, you know, that's not to say that he couldn't
change. But he seems like someone who especially particularly has a
prevalence towards being able to being comfortable using language in a
way to manipulate people towards an argument that they wouldn't think
necessarily of adopting in the first place. I guess anyone that's an
organizer is going to try to do this sort of thing. But for me, in particular, I
look at him and I look at his closest to like National Bolshevism or other
projects like that, and it makes me think, like, I want to see for sure that
he is doing this other work before I necessarily believe that comes out of
his mouth.

in far right movements is something that happens globally, it's not special
to the US. There's a huge problem of this in Germany right now. It's true,
there's been a lot of attempts at recruiting by far right groups, current and
former police and military. I think for real, full on white nationalists,
they've drawn some. I think a lot more have been drawn to the Trumpist
movement, and because this was more politically moderate, I would
expect more cops and soldiers. Some of these people who are being
reported as being arrested are retired, though, I think about half...maybe I
shouldn't say [that], but a number of them that are being reported aren't
current. And if you're retired, you are in a different position to take part
in, you know, further right political activity. And this is pretty common as
people leave security forces to move further to the right, or publicly
expressed for the right political views maybe that they had before.

SS: Yeah, no, I think the Third Positionists are in a better position to do
that, because they tend publicly not to denigrate people of color. That was
always his shtick in Traditionalist Worker Party, and tend to say that they
want to stand up for the interests of the working class, and they're
interested in environmentalism, and it's pretty easy to move that and claim
it's just not a racist perspective anymore. And you know, he doesn't seem
to have changed his tune very much. You know, it sounds like stuff he
said in TWP. And he certainly hasn't said what was wrong with TWP, and
he hasn't made any amends, people have to make amends. I believe they
do. And he just hasn't gone through any process. So there's no reason to
believe him.
This is gonna continue to be a problem where people like him say they're
leaving, but don't seem to be leaving at all. I mean, they may leave the
networks, and that does mean something, you know, that does mean
something. But that doesn't mean, I'd rather that they not, I don't want
these people really to join the left, not for a few years. We're not going to
gain that many of them. I think after a few years, and after going through
this process, they can, but we're probably going to have more and more
people do that, like leave the networks, but still, you know, still talk far

It's always a problem of the alignment between far right forces, and
especially lower level police. That's not new. I don't know how many
really are in these groups. I think the numbers are wildly exaggerated by
the groups themselves. Like, the Oath Keepers say that, you know, are
specifically oriented towards recruiting current and former police,
military and first-responders, but I kind of doubt that they have very
many active people from these backgrounds, you know, who are currently
serving, who are members of the organization. You can join that
organization if you're just an everyday person, it's largely a paper tiger. So
I'm a little dubious about the claims of how many people are involved or
what percentage of police and military are in these groups? I think the
opposite is true. There's a larger percentage of police and military in
various far right groups. Clearly, it's of some substantial-ness because
they said a quarter of people arrested are military. This may be a bit of a
side effect of who's been arrested, though, and not the whole
demonstration.
I think it's pretty clear that police and military, it is a speculation, but that
they're more willing to engage in aggressive actions, they're more trained
to do that, and they're inculcated, military particularly, are inculcated
within ideology that it's appropriate to use violence in the form of
political aims, no matter what those aims are, right? I mean, that's what
they're doing in the military. They're using violence to forward the US
political aims, but they carried that idea over into private life, too.
TFSR: So since the sixth of January, you know, I’ll quit harping on that
day, pretty soon, there's been a lot of chatter about the far right getting
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doxxed by antifa, as the state was building its cases against participants in
that push. Do you know if there have been any antifascist researchers that
have been actively feeding information to authorities, or if it's just the
government doing its own work and Hoovering up whatever OSINT from
the public happens to be out? Like, DDOSecrets, for instance, has been
hosting that trove of Parler content on Amazon servers and putting it out
for free, so that's up for state or non state actors to engage with. I wonder
if you have anything to say if there are, quote-unquote, “antifascist
researchers” that are actively feeding information to the state, if you think
that's a good idea or bad idea, or what.
SS: I don't know of and haven't heard of people who self identify as part
of the current antifascist movement who've done that. Now, of course, if
people out there local far right activists as being there, they show
evidence, it is logical that the authorities would use that intelligence to
arrest people. And that puts people in something of a bind, like, do you
not, you know, out this information, in order to make sure they don't get
arrested. So I think people have largely decided that they're going to put
that information out there, and people can do with it as they will, which
has always been the case with doxxing. Um, I don't know how good the
authorities are at at finding stuff on their own. It seems like people who
are are outed first and then arrested. I think what's interesting is a lot of
liberals have decided to suddenly do this work, and they're doing the bulk,
I would guess they're doing the bulk of the doxxing or outing, and they
have no qualms about this and they're definitely feeding information to
the FBI. I would guess what you describe is coming mostly from from
them.
TFSR: So as the centrist consolidate power in the national government,
and the FBI have been knocking on doors and arresting members of the
far right, and also some anti fascist and Black liberation activists across
the country. For instance, one of the bigwigs in the New African Black
Panther Party was visited by FBI in New Jersey recently, and a former
YPG volunteer who does community defense work in Tallahassee,
Florida was arrested after posting on social media that people should go
and oppose any far right armed presence on the 20th. But Biden's
denunciation of anarchists throughout the uprising rings in my ears, does
this signal Democrats engaging more actively in a three way fight? And
what do you think that that will mean for those of us anti-authoritarian
left's? Could this be like, a way to Trojan-horse in a domestic terrorism
claim against antifascists that Trump wasn't able to get through, alongside
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SS: Yeah, I do. I've spent a long time talking to formers and I sort of
helped someone who had already left the movement, he had just left,
navigate this process over a year or two. I think it takes people a couple of
years. A lot of this problem has been introduced by a group called Light
Upon Light that's run by a quote-unquote, “former Islamist” who attracted
a bunch of quote-unquote, “former Nazis”. The problem is the group has
allowed people to keep what are more moderate, far right views:
Islamophobic views, anti-antifa views. And normally, formers or groups
of formers, make people go through a process, make them make amends,
and expect them to embrace some sort of equality for all, right? At the
very least. Not to become left wingers, but embrace civil rights and
equality for all as part of the repudiation. And Light Upon Light did not
do that.
Jeff Shoep, who came out of the National Socialist Movement, almost
overnight, became a former who was speaking out, and while I do believe
he in particular, has honestly left white nationalism, I don't think he's
gone through this process. And then his friend Heimbach, you know,
again, suddenly, in a matter of months, declared himself a former white
nationalist, and he, I don't believe at all by his statements has left it in his
heart. And now he's left Light Upon Light and move back further to the
right. And I just, I just don't believe that he has, I think people should take
a couple years and go through a process. They need to confront why they
were attracted to this movement, they need to publicly talk about the
damage they did, and they need to make amends. And, you know, I think
this is not an instant process, and anyone who does this in six months or
even a year, I wouldn't necessarily trust.
Now, that doesn't mean I don't trust that they've left the movement and a
sense of detaching themselves from those networks and stuff. I just don't
believe they've gone through this process. If you're talking about when
should we take their opinions seriously, I think they need to sit down with
it. And all the former's will say this, everyone I've talked to, or maybe the
Light Upon Light people don't, but like, they need to sit down and have a
real internal dialogue about what it was that attracted them to this
movement, and how it is that they've moved past these ideas, and if they
have. It needs to be a real reckoning with themselves. So people who
come out and immediately try to posit themselves, especially as very
public formers, you know, I don't buy it,
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of the building up, or ramping up of like, quote-unquote, “Black identity
extremist” pushes that his administration was making?

And once you get into these conspiracy circles, they move around. I
always see it as a shell game, so you have three shells, and one of them is
antisemitism, one is a sort of washed out antisemitism, and one of them is
just something else. And the you know, the coin or whatever, the shells
are constantly moving around, you have to guess which one it's
underneath. And so as people get in these discussion circles, there's all
kinds of cross pollination, and part of that cross pollination will be
antisemitism, because that has created so many of the conspiracies, so
many conspiracy theories originated as antisemitic conspiracy theories.
This idea of the global one where a government became the New World
Order was antisemitic, all the stuff about the Federal Reserve, that was
formed as an antisemitic conspiracy theory, Cultural Marxism, Soros, the
list goes on and on. And once you get into conspiracy theories, it's a
narrative. It's actually a pretty standardized narrative that's been around a
couple hundred years. And once you believe in that narrative, which is a
fact free narrative, nothing stops you from moving into bigoted territory,
right? You've already become dis-attached from facts and reality, you're
already playing around in a fantasy world and often switching around
who's the agent of a conspiracy.
So at some point, you know, the Jews, or specific Jews will become the
target of the conspiracy theory. And you're not epistemologically
grounded, you're not grounded in your sense of what you accept, to resist
this anymore. Not for most people. Occasionally for Jews, people will
draw a line, and a few other people, at the Jews being named, but, you
know, sometimes you may get Jewish people who embrace these
conspiracy theories, so.
TFSR: I guess I'm a separate, separate and final note, Matthew Heimbach
has been repackaging himself as a former white nationalist. I didn't know
if you had any thoughts about his instance, in particular, but I'd be curious
on your thoughts of how we as an antifascist movement can assess
supposed turns from white nationalism and people who are drawn to the
limelight, and what time maybe should pass, and what reparations would
look like to prove that someone has actually moved away in more than
just words from the activities. Do you have perspectives on when it
makes sense to judge that someone has left the far right and can be
listened to for useful perspectives?

SS: I don't think the way that Trump addressed the antifa movement is
going to be carried on by the Biden administration. I mean, a lot of things
Trump said just didn't make any sense, like the domestic terrorism
designation, because there isn't one. It's true right now that they're trying
to introduce new laws about domestic terrorism, which is ridiculous, even
from a liberal perspective, because there's plenty of laws on the books to
do that, as we've seen over and over again, used against the left. It's clear
that any crackdown on quote-unquote, “domestic terrorism” is going to at
least peripherally affect the left. There's many reasons for this: Biden
really wants to reach across the aisle to the Republicans, and he's going to
want to throw them at least a little bit of raw meat, so they'll make some
arrests, even if the pales in comparison to the far right. Also, once FBI
agents, this is a real problem they get when they make busts and
convictions, it's good for their career, and as they run out of far right
activists, they'll want to find more terrorists, and if they can't do that,
produce more terrorists. And that will ultimately turn their attention to the
left and Black liberation movements and such.
I don't know I kind of expect Biden to talk left and walk right about these
issues, I think he’ll give lip service to Black Lives Matter. I think they’ll
continue to be arrests, especially as you know, if conflicts continue to go
on, if there continued to be, you know, military demonstrations in cities
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after the cops kill more Black folks, as they will. I don't expect a big
crackdown on the antifa movement, especially now, as the antifa
movement has sort of gone in a seesaw motion about whether it's popular
with liberal liberals or not, like four or five times, and it's “in” right now.
And unless something really dramatic happens, I think it's going to kind
of stay that way, that after the capital takeover, liberals and centrists sort
of have understood in some way that something should have been done
about the street forces. And the antifa movement is the only thing to
inherit the mantle of having done something about them. So I don't expect
it, I hope not, it is possible. I think there definitely will be some people
thrown under the bus just to make an appearance of the both sides-ism by
the federal government, though.
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and a loss of faith in the community may lead to a large repelling of
former followers. Would you talk a little bit about, because we haven't
really talked about Q-Anon on the show, and I'm sure that listeners have
heard tons about it and maybe been doing their own research, there's lots
of podcasts about it. But would you talk about the antisemitic roots of
conspiracy theories like Q-Anon, and efforts by white nationalist
movements to draw them in?

TFSR: I guess to correct the question that I asked, because I totally failed
to recognize the fact that it was Muslims and people from Muslim
majority countries that were the main target following 911, of a lot of
anti-terrorism legislation, and a lot of the enforcement was focused on
entrapping people in immigrant communities and of the Muslim faith into
quote-unquote “terrorism charges”, even if there was, you know, a
manufacturing of the situation.
SS: Yeah, sure how much of that is gonna continue? I'm not sure how
much of that has happened in the last few years even. But I believe that
these techniques of entrapment will continue on for whoever. And it is
possible if the whole terrorism thing, you know, domestic terrorism thing
amps up that they'll turn their attention back to the Muslim community.
There's enough of an industry built around that, that they can use that
base, and they can always come up with some more people to entrap.
TFSR: So we were promised on January 20, that we would see a day of
massive right wing protests at state capitals around the country as well as
in DC. Obviously, DC was totally locked down and militarized pretty
tightly. What do you think contributed to the relative quiet of the days
since the sixth? Was it the drumbeat of the media, the chilling effects of
federal arrests, the shutting down of Parler and silencing of other social
media, the far right or Trump making his way out of office or conceding
as much as he did? And what do you think it says about the future of the
movement that he really helped to galvanize and whip into fervor?
SS: Well, I think Trump conceding really deflated them, right? They were
inflated by this idea that he was gonna fight to the bitter end or on, and Q-

SS: Yeah, I think they're being black pilled. They're already red pilled,
right, because that's like Trumpists. So now there is a real fear a lot of
them will move further into sort of fascist circles. And and some of them
will, I mean, I'm hesitant to say the majority of them will, but even if a
few do that can be a significant gain for fascists in the United States.
Most conspiracy theories have a relationship to antisemitism, either
they're sort of washed out de-anti-Semitized versions of conspiracy
theories, where they emerge from them, keep the same structure, so often
keep the same targets but sort of remove being explicit that they're being
targeted because they're Jewish. Soros is a great example of this, right?
Where as it’s become more popular, it's not, it's become unspecific that
he's Jewish. And people will even say, Well, that doesn't matter. But the
whole conspiracy theory was a traditional antisemitic conspiracy theory,
and it was specified that he was Jewish and that's why he was being
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they could say that was the federal government that they were opposed to.
I agree that their basic themes were all reflected in Trump. The there's an
interesting history to this, that backs that perspective up, is a lot of the
original militia movement comes out of a white supremacist group called
Posse Comitatus, that was founded in 1971. And there was a split
amongst white nationalist after the collapse of the segregationist
movement by the civil rights movement, and the new laws by the federal
government supporting civil rights.

Anon even had this, their last ditch theory was all those military, the
National Guard was in DC, because Trump was finally going to arrest the
satanist, pedophiles, and that was what the military was actually there for.
But I think in general, his concession deflated them, I think the massive
turning of public opinion against them, including by non-Trumpist
republicans really chastise them. And they realized that was a bad move,
that was really bad PR to do that. And to repeat that on a state level, you
know, in state capitals was only going to further de-legitimize them. I
think, you know, as I said before, their success was a failure of the
security forces, and I think statewide, once the government decides it's
not going to allow militant political action, they can control that situation.
And that was definitely what was going to happen, you know, in various
state capitals.

Basically, one wing — and this actually happened specifically in a
Christian identity church, a white supremacist church, run by a pastor
named Swift — moved towards Neo-Nazism. And the thing with the
Nazis is that they want a big government, you know, with total power and
an economy that they alter in some ways, they want some control over the
economy. And so Richard Butler took over Swift's church and moved to
Hayden Lake and established his compound and move towards NeoNazism. Another person in this church, William Gale founded Posse
Comitatus, which, you know, became the basis of the militia movement.
Instead of wanting more centralization after the failure of the
segregationist movement, and wanting to take the government over — or
take a government over, establish a new government — he moved in the
other direction. And he said, Well, states rights failed, but what we need
then is essentially kind of county rights, we need more decentralization,
because then we can resist the federal government this way.
It's the same themes as you pointed out, it's the same themes that are
being pursued in two different tactical directions. The militias, I thought
they did a very clever thing: all their talking points should have led them
to oppose Trump, and they did a very clever move to somehow convince
their base that they should actually support all the talking points that they,
you know, all the things that they've opposed all these years. But I mean,
it just shows us that what's driving them is not a true desire for
decentralization, but it's merely a tactical way to achieve these reactionary
goals,

I don't know how much the move towards other platforms really
motivated that you can always get the word out. So that I don't think was
an important factor. I think people are biding their time, biding, ha ha,
their time about what the next move is, but I think their movement’s
going to shatter. It's going to, well, not necessarily shatter, but it’s going
to have a bunch of schisms, there's going to be a fight for the soul of the
Republican Party, and the non-Trumpists are going to try to take it back.
And they're going to be on good ground to say “Trump lost and so you
don't have the popular ideology”.
And then, of course, some people are going to, you know, move out of the
movement towards a more radical position and a more anti-current, some
people say an “anti-state”, I think this is the wrong thing, anti-current US
government position and anti-police position, and we will see more
brawls with police, and more turning against even the moderate
Republicans then is already there. So there'll be a splinter amongst the
Trumpist street forces that way, between the Back the Blue people and
those becoming more and more radical. And the way that Neo-Nazis, long
ago, decided to, sort of, move back towards the center about this, but you
know, in the 80’s, decided that they were going to take a revolutionary
position, and the police and the federal government were their enemies.

TFSR: Localized, patriarchal, like authoritarianism, sort of.
SS: Yeah, pretty much pretty much.
TFSR: In a recent story in The Guardian, people monitoring the far right
Q-Anon conspiracy movement speculated that the vanishing of Q Drops

TFSR: Kind of on that line, I was wondering, so in the last couple years
we've seen the dissolution of, the disappearance to some degree, of
visibility, at least around groups like RAM or The Base, or Atomwaffen
Division. And I'm sure that like, there definitely were some arrests, but
I'm sure not everyone just gave up on the ideology. Where do you think
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that those folks are putting their energy now, do you have any speculation
on that?

about the Groyper movement? I know Nick Fuentes is the name that
comes up frequently with that, but so they identify ideologically as fascist
and are entryists into the Republican Party. Is that a fair description?

SS: That's a good question. You know, by 2018, the fascist groups
involved in the alt right, pretty much collapsed. You know, as Richard
Spencer's speaking tour got shut down and Traditionalist Worker Party
fell apart in the Night of the Wrong Wives, that was really kind of the end
of that being such a big and growing movement. And then the feds
decided to smash Atomwaffen and The Base after the El Paso massacre,
they finally were like, alright, well, this is a problem. And when they
want to disrupt a network, they can really do it. So they have arrested
most of those people and that's put the more radical, well “militant” is the
wrong word, the pro-terrorism, part of the Neo-Nazi and related milieu,
has scattered it, has shattered it, really.
The biggest group now, this was something that a lot of people
overlooked, but American Identity Movement dissolved the day before
the election, who were one of the two big remaining white nationalists,
you know, fascist groups. And they seem to have entered the Groyper
movement, which is the real living part that's come out of the white
nationalists — well almost white nationalists because I believe they do
allow in people of color, but run by white nationalists, part of the
remaining part of the alt right — and they have done an entryist move to
try to move the Trumpist base to the right. And they were, of course,
present on the sixth, they had flags, they were present as a bloc. So that's
the main thrust of things.
I think people maybe who were involved in 2016, 2018, I think a lot of
them have probably given up being politically active. New people,
especially tend to cycle through activists who are really active, you know,
often cycle through an 18 months, a year. James Mason actually calls it
the 18 Months Syndrome, which I like. And there's a similar thing on the
left, where a lot of people get involved in these mass movements, and
then burn out pretty quickly, although some of them will remain. But I
don't know, it is actually a good question of where a lot of these people
went. I mean, the people who run groups that help ex-white nationalists
leave have said there's more and more people coming to them, and
coming through them. So it's clear a chunk of people have been leaving
the movement for the last couple years.
TFSR: Well that’s good news. I wonder if you could talk a little bit more

SS: I don't know whether they identify as fascist or not. I mean, they're
definitely trying to downplay that. I mean, I think they are, and they
originally were trying to enter the Republican Party very openly, and take
positions and local GOPs. I think more they're trying to influence the base
more at this point. But it's not a movement I've watched real closely
either, to be honest. So I mean, they haven't been at the forefront of
anything, but they're sort of simmering in the background, but I think
they're in one of the better positions moving forward. They haven't
disbanded. They're not organizing independently as white nationalists.
There's a question of: do you organize independently as an independent
political movement or as an adjunct, and somehow part of a bigger
movement, and they've picked that strategy. And it seems like a
successful strategy as all the other groups have collapsed, except Patriot
Front, who are digging down into their sectarianism and their events are
decreasing in size.
So I don't know they're, I think they're in a good position, they're in the
best position of the white nationalist style groups. And I think going
forward the militias are also going to be in a good position, they can
easily pivot towards being anti-federal government, which are their
traditional talking points. I was actually kind of surprised they were able
to keep up their movement as much as they did under Trump.
TFSR: Yeah, I guess the idea of centralizing your authority, like, it seems
like there's a lot of strains, and I'm gonna forget the names of these
specific divisions within a lot of the militia movements, but that sort of
align with the idea of a strong Sheriff or like some sort of like
constitutional sovereign, Dominionist, I guess, is a term that falls in there.
And it seems like having a strong central authority that, to some degree is
viewed as imposing, even as much as he didn’t, imposing like Christian
values could sort of, like a lot of people were internalizing this idea of
Trump as their strong leader, as a representative of America and of
masculinity and all these things, so even if he was in the central
government, he wasn't viewed as being of the federal government.
SS: Yeah I mean, I think that's how they viewed him. He was a sort of
singular figure and because he was fighting, quote-unquote “the swamp”

